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Beach Life Slot. Everybody deserves a vacation and it will always be the case that beaches offer the

best form of enjoyment to the fatigued individuals out there. There are lots of beaches around the UK and
in countries that are nearby. Perhaps not all have the golden sand that we associate with the type of

leisure that causes people to get a sunburn, but still, a beach is a beach as long as you can fall asleep on
it. Well, in the Beach Life slot we get taken to a paradise island filled with sweet delights, great fun and

hidden treasures. The slots experts at Playtech have breather life into a slot game that sports picture-only
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symbols that put everybody in the mood to kick back and relax while spinning the reels that may return
some interesting cash prizes. Beach Life Slot Design. With a theme like this there shouldn't be any room

left for the few cards faces and numbers that are usually part of the paytable. This game has all of the
inspiration for leisure conveyed through an inventory of easy-going items such as popsicles, ice cream

sandwiches, cones of strawberry vanilla, a guy on a surfboard, a sunbathing girl, a scuba diver and more.
The rest of the design features are all in the sign of beaches and vacations, but perhaps not too on-the-

spot. There are some odd stones in the bottom pane where the players can set up the gameplay, choose
the Bet Max option, the Paytable button and the Spin button. But there is more to this game than what is

at face value, as the gameplay and the potentials for winnings may become apparent after the first dozen
spins on Beach Life slot . How To Play Beach Life. Starting the game requires from the players to figure
out how much money they are going to spend per each spin. The way to figure this out is to set the coin
size, that is, the bet level. Because the Beach Life slots paylines are selectable you can configure the

gameplay to suit your balance or your style of play. There are twenty paylines and you can play on either
one, two, few, or all, however, selecting fewer lines is advisable if you are running a slim balance and you

want to make use of your few pounds or pennies. If you want to capture all potential winning
combinations, then all 20 paylines should be active, but you can play on a small or medium coin size.

When it comes to the value of the symbols, these are divided into two categories - the ice creams and
popsicles, and the rest. The first category features symbols that pay anywhere from 5 all the way to 150
coins for landing the sandwich ice creams in five instances. The top paying symbols are the surfer, the
sunbathing girl and the scuba diver. The most valuable of these is the scuba, which pays 500 for five

instances. How To Win Beach Life Slot. Now the matter of how to win in this game? When it comes to
winning at online slots, it is always a matter of luck, however there are some steps that the players are
known to take which may extend one's gameplay. Switching to smaller and bigger bet sizes will stretch

your budget and also increase the chances in which you may land a potentially hefty winning
combination. Also, the more turns you take on the reels the bigger the chance becomes for landing a

bonus feature. Since Beach Life slot has a bonus feature, you may end up getting three of the treasure
chest symbols on any active payline, which will start the free spins bonus round. Another excellent feature

in the game is the Wild symbol, which is represented by the smiling sun wearing a pair of shades.
Getting four of these symbols leads to a prize of 2000x coins. Getting five leads to the jackpot. The

jackpot is a sum that is greater than 100,000 coins, and this happens when the five wild symbols land on
the 20th payline. You could win a sum of 100,000 if the five suns land on any payline. Beach Life RTP.

The return to player theoretical outcome is bigger in online slots than at land based casinos. That being
said, the advantages at playing online slots is more than apparent. With the Beach Life RTP we are

looking at a value that is below the online slots average - but there is a good reason for that. The game
offers a neat jackpot with the five wilds on the 20th line. But even if the five wilds appear on another
payline, the prize is hefty and then some. Hence, that may be the reason for the Beach Life return to

player being set at just 93.00% 
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